Introducing Mokap: A Novel Approach to Creating Serious Games
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce Mokap, a novel authoring and development toolset for serious games. Mokap aims to address two specific challenges: provide support for early development stage design and facilitate involvement of domain experts. More specifically, on the one hand, it aims to make serious game authoring possible for people with no technical background. On the other hand, Mokap provides explicit support for activities related to analysis and design, especially useful during the early stages of development. In this sense, Mokap aims to facilitate the transition from the designers’ board to the programmers’ environment and also to enhance communication between the different roles of the development team. Developed as an open source environment, Mokap is oriented to mobile devices (tablets and smartphones), a kind of technology most educational stakeholders are familiar with. We present the main design concepts behind Mokap, along with some technical insight into the platform and the description of the game Listen With Lemur as a case study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.7 [Programming Techniques]: Visual programming;
K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer uses in education—distance learning, computer-managed instruction;
K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: General—games.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital games have become a media of great economical and socio-cultural impact. Taking into account just the US market, the total revenue of the digital games sector has grown from $2.6 billion in 1996 (73.8 million units sold) to $11.7 billion in 2008 (almost 300 million units sold) according to the Entertainment Software Association [20]. Although the digital games sector has suffered a moderate recession in the last years [21] due to the economic crisis, it is still able to generate massive revenues. For example, Grand Theft Auto V, released in September 2013 by Rockstar, generated more than $1 billion in retail sales during its first three days on sale, being the digital entertainment asset to faster reach this milestone, including digital games and films [29]. Also, some authors have not hesitated to compare the digital games sector with fine arts such as painting, music, or movies [2, 19, 28]. Actually the boundary between digital games and art is more blurred every day. For example, the influence of digital games in movies is increasing, with a growing number of movies based on games such as Prince of Persia, Street Fighter, Tomb Raider or Resident Evil.

Furthermore, digital games have trespassed the entertainment field, reaching areas like health or education giving form to what is informally called serious games [37]. The term serious games refers to those digital games that have a purpose beyond recreation [25], like the aforementioned health [1, 5, 10, 23, 47], but also advertising [44], crowdsourced research [15] or awareness raising [6, 48, 53]. However, education is one of the most relevant fields for serious games, where they are proposed as an effective means to increase students self-involvement in their own learning [17, 32, 37] due to their ability to keep players focused and concentrated to complete complex tasks [16, 25], reaching states of optimal flow [11, 36]. This ultimately results in a more meaningful and long lasting learning, yielding sometimes a higher academic performance [14, 31, 33, 45, 52]. In this regard, the effectiveness of serious games when properly designed and implemented is beyond debate, as it has been widely backed up with recent experimental evidence [4, 7, 12, 30, 43, 51].

The current importance of digital games has also resulted in the growth and diversification of the activity of creating digital games. For this purpose, numerous approaches and tools are available. Nonetheless, development of digital games is always an effort-consuming activity that requires a delicate balance of multidisciplinary skills [8]. If the game has a serious/educational purpose, it is also necessary to leverage the playful and educational components of the game [40]. Overall, this makes serious game development expensive and hard to scale [7], which constrains the number of serious games available in the market. There is a need to bridge this gap with game development formulas that allow significant cost reductions [22] but without constraining the educational value [54]. One of the approaches is to bring game development closer to educators, allowing educational communities to fulfil their own needs for game-based content with a higher level of autonomy [18]. The importance of
stakeholder involvement in the design of serious games has been demonstrated on a number of projects, for example the eBug [24] and educames4all [38].

There are some authoring tools available that try to simplify serious game development and bring it closer to the educational community. This is the case of edAdventure (http://e-adventure.e.ucm.es). This kind of tools contrast with general purpose tools like Adventure Game Studio (http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/) or Unity (http://unity3d.com/), which are more complex and lack of explicit educational support as they allow to create games of different genres and with different degrees of complexity.

One of the main limitations of current game development environments is lack of explicit support for game design. Designed for programmers, game design and authoring tools are difficult to use for other key stakeholder groups frequently involved in serious game design such as educators, designers or content experts involved in serious game development.

In this paper we introduce Mokap (http://www.mokap.es), a new toolset for serious game development that aims to fill the two aforementioned gaps: make serious game development easy to use by the educational community and providing explicit support for activities related to analysis and design that are so important during the early stages of development, where productivity, flexibility and agility to capture, share and test new ideas is more necessary than having full functionality. In this sense, Mokap aims to facilitate the transition from the designers’ board to the programmers’ environment and also to enhance communication between the different roles of the development team. Mokap is oriented to mobile devices, like tablets and smartphones, as this type of technology allows the team to work anytime and anywhere. Tablets also add productivity in this context, as they provide specific features, like the camera or the seamless integration with different applications installed in the device, that are quite helpful to boost the creative processes associated to the early stages of game analysis and design.

2. EXISTING TOOLS FOR SERIOUS GAME DEVELOPMENT

The offer of tools and environments available for digital game development is varied in terms of factors like game genre, game purpose (serious/recreational), platform or budget available. Thus it is not our intention to make a deep analysis, but to provide a concise overview of the state of the art in game development environments, stressing current limitations, structured in two subsections. In 2.1 we present an overview of general-purpose game development tools, while in 2.2 we focus on tools oriented to education and serious games.

2.1 Professional Game Development Tools

We present professional game development tools in decreasing order of complexity and cost.

In this regard, AAA toolsets are on the top of this segment. These are the more complex and professional (and also expensive) toolsets available in the market, which are used mainly to develop AAA games, a term used to refer to games with the highest development budgets and levels of promotion. These software packages provide a fully-featured game engine powered with plenty of functionality (artificial intelligence, physics engine, animations, etc.). Different advanced tools are built on top of that engine, optimized for particular tasks usually carried out by specialized professionals, like sprites and animation editors, level design editors or map design tools. This makes AAA toolsets the perfect choice for large development and skilled teams.

CryEngine (http://cryengine.com/) and Unreal Engine (https://www.unrealengine.com/what-is-unreal-engine-4) are two outstanding examples of AAA toolsets. Developed by Crytek and Epic Games respectively, they were originally created for two successful AAA games (Unreal Tournament and FarCry) and then made available for sale to other game development studios.

There is also a segment of professional game authoring tools that, although still very powerful in functionality, are much less complex than AAA toolsets. Their functionality is usually provided through an integrated authoring and programming tool. Their excellent balance between complexity and functionality plus their attractive cost makes them the perfect choice for mid-size and small professional teams, and also for amateur development. The most representative example of this type of tool is Unity (http://unity3d.com/). It comes equipped with all the functionality to create cross-platform games (PC, Mac, Web, mobile and console platforms supported) of different types and levels of complexity.

The lower segment of professional game tools is filled by game programming libraries, frameworks and engines. They can be commercial or free, with multiple open-source options. They all have in common that they are mostly oriented to programmers, and therefore they are most focused on the coding part of the games than high-level authoring. Some examples are LibGdx (http://libgdx.badlogicgames.com/) or Ogre3D (http://www.ogre3d.org/).

All these tools have in common some limitations. First of all, they are oriented to professionals and therefore are rather inaccessible to people without a strong background in computer science and game programming.

Second, they are designed to meet the implementation needs of the team and tend to be ineffective in supporting the creative processes related to game concept and design, which are present throughout all the development but especially in early stages. These processes, which are indispensable for success, are usually lead by people with creativity and design backgrounds but limited technical knowledge. Subsequently, most game design activities are still conducted using traditional non-digital tools (e.g. pen-and-pencil), and their main outcome is usually a game design specification document that is then passed to the programmers.

This is the main instrument teammates with different backgrounds (e.g. designers and programmers) have to articulate their communication [35]. The communication problem is even worse in serious game development, where domain experts have also to get engaged.

The lack of explicit support for game design slows down development, since it is harder to transition from the design table to the programming environment. Besides, it hinders rapid prototyping and agile development, as it takes longer to accommodate any changes on the proposed design to a working prototype. It seems necessary, therefore, to explore the creation of new tools that also support game design, that are flexible and responsive to change, and where people with different backgrounds (domain experts, programmers, designers, etc.) can provide input.
2.2 Specialized tools
Moving away from professional tools, there are solutions more specifically oriented to education. These tools sacrifice functionality to simplify the game creation process so they can be used by a less technical public. They allow highly motivated teachers and students to create simple games with a high educational value. One of the first examples is GameMaker, developed by Mark Overmars [42]. Scratch is another popular tool that tries to teach programming to kids through digital game creation [46], which also has a tablet-oriented variant recently published for the iPad (http://www.scratchjr.org/).

Compared to professional tools, education-oriented tools mean an improvement in terms of cost reduction and involvement of domain experts. But, although they simplify serious game development, the effort needed to create them is still too high for educational standards. There are several factors that these tools usually miss out and that result in lower productivity. For example, these tools do not usually provide assets that game authors can put directly into the game, like characters, animations, or game scenarios. As a consequence, it is necessary for their users to have skills for gathering, adapting and/or creating artwork resources. Another factor is the integration of programming concepts into the authoring tools. Even if no coding is strictly required with these tools, users still need to learn and be able to apply concepts like ‘variable’, ‘if’ or ‘loop’, which are complex. It is necessary, therefore, to go one step further in the simplification of serious game creation to bring it even closer to the educational community. Finally, most of these tools are designed for desktop environments, failing to reflect the current shift towards mobile computing [13]. We think that to reach the educational community it is necessary to bring serious game authoring to tablets and smartphones, as teachers, students and parents are now more familiar with them than with PCs.

2.2.1 eAdventure
In this category the eAdventure (http://e-adventure.e-ucm.es) tool deserves especial attention, as it is the precursor of the Mokap project. eAdventure was the result of years of research in serious game authoring at the e-UCM research group of the Complutense University of Madrid. eAdventure helps instructors to develop their own serious games, or at least get involved and directly contribute in their production by following two strategies. First, it is supported by a game design and development methodology called EGDA [49] that facilitates collaboration of professionals from different backgrounds (e.g. game programmers and domain experts). Secondly, eAdventure provides an educator-oriented game authoring tool that does not involve programming and optionally a storyboard visual language that facilitates design and communication [50].

eAdventure is focused on the point-and-click adventure game genre (in the style of games such as Monkey Island or Myst), which is a genre that has traits that make them more suitable for educational purposes than others [3], like their strong problem-solving underpinnings and general predominance of reflection over action [17, 27]. eAdventure has been successfully applied in developing different serious games and game-like simulations, especially in the medical domain. For example, it has been used to train medicine students in Hematology [39] and Central Venous Catheter insertion procedures [41], to educate professionals in deceased organ management [9] and to teach high schoolers basic cardiopulmonary resuscitation [34].

3. MOKAP: A NEW APPROACH TO SERIOUS GAMING
Mokap is the response of the e-UCM group to the challenges serious game development faces. It aims to facilitate game development and bring it closer to the educational community. Mokap has been completely designed from scratch to provide the user a seamless, modern, pleasant and social game creation experience that integrates state-of-the-art design principles.

3.1 A Modern Game-Creation Experience
Mokap tries to adopt serious game creation to current technological trends and make it accessible to anyone.

In first place, Mokap is optimized for a mobile experience. The preferred platform is a 10” tablet, although it can also be used in 7” tablets and smartphones of any size. This helps bring game authoring to platforms that are more natural for students and teachers.

Secondly, Mokap tries to deliver a user experience that is as pleasant and rewarding as users are accustomed to have in their mobile devices. As with any other type of mobile app, to reach a wide audience it is necessary to integrate current best practices in user interface design. In this sense, Mokap embodies good application of Google’s Material Design principles (http://www.google.com/design/spec/material-design/introduction.html), which are now considered the reference for successful mobile development, especially in Android. In this way, Mokap’s user interface is bold, graphic and intentional to get the user immersed in the experience of creating serious games. Mokap uses motion and animation throughout all its user interface, but not only to please the eye but fundamentally to convey meaning, drive user attention and help the user understand what is going on at any moment with a low cognitive load. All the interface is designed to be responsive and foster user self-discovery of the app through exploration.

Thirdly, Mokap views serious game authoring as a social experience. This social component is part of the core of its user experience. With Mokap users can easily share their content with others (experts, students, etc.) and also establish collaborations to create new content, or explore new content created by the community right from the app.

3.2 Mokap Community
The Mokap Community is still a work in progress (Figure 1). When finished, it will be an online place for Mokap users to download pieces of content directly onto their game projects. Users will also be able to share games or parts of them so other users can reuse them. But the community is not only fed by user-generated content, as the Mokap team is also making an effort to push new content regularly to boost the development of serious games by Mokap users.

The kind of content that is available on the community is varied. There are animated characters, for example, already set up and ready to be used. But there are also pre-set menus and other configurable artifacts to be added into the games. Some of the content is provided ‘as is’, but most of it will support customization.

3.3 Main Functionalities
From a high-level user perspective, Mokap provides several interesting functionalities for creating games. First, it allows composing game scenes by combining elements from different sources. For example, these elements can be gathered from the
device image gallery, or they can be captured as photos or videos, taking advantage in this way of the unique features that mobile technology provides. Mokap also supports drawing with the finger or a stylus, which is a great feature to support creative mental processes when designing the games, and for rapid prototyping. Finally, Mokap allows importing rich assets from the community, so users do not have to deal with multimedia edition and adaptation, which is usually not a skillset most teachers and students have.

Figure 1. Diagram of the Mokap Community serving content pieces to a Mokap client application (top) and also receiving a game created by a user to be shared with other users (bottom).

Once game scenes have been composed, Mokap allows to easily get them connected to compose a navigational game environment. Scenes can also be enhanced with ambience effects (e.g. snow, rain, sun effects) and interactivity can be added to any game element. Users can configure how the game should react to any user interaction by combining effects from a wide list. These effects include animation (e.g. make elements move, rotate, scale, etc.), change elements’ visibility, add new elements to the scene, change variable values, or get sounds played, among others.

Mokap also integrates with other popular apps available on Google Play to create a richer game creation environment. This is the case of Pixlr Express (© Autodesk Inc.), an image edition tool that lets users do basic image editing right on their mobile device and also add amazing effects with no effort. Finally, Mokap allows publishing and sharing games via Google Drive.

4. THE MOKAP SOFTWARE ECOSYSTEM

In this section we further describe Mokap from a technical perspective.

4.1 Architecture

Mokap is more than an authoring tool. It runs on top of a powerful software architecture that provides a lot of functionality (Figure 2). The Mokap authoring tool is just one of the upper layers.

Figure 2. Mokap software architecture.

The base layer of this architecture is the Mokap Game Model (section 4.2) that fully describes the contents of the game. The Mokap engine (section 4.3) is responsible for parsing and interpreting the game definition. Finally, there are two upper layers built on top of the game engine and the game model, which are meant as utilities to build games. The first is the Android Authoring Tool (section 4.4), which is a high-level authoring tool oriented to people with no technical background nor programming knowledge. The second is the Game Builder (section 4.5), which is a software library that provides an API to help programmers write Mokap games.

4.2 Mokap Game Model

The Mokap Game Model is a JSON-based (http://www.json.org/) specification that fully describes any Mokap game. All the game elements and scenarios are internally described using this game model. For a Mokap game to be considered valid, it must fully comply with this model. Otherwise the engine will not be able to interpret it.

The Mokap Game Model is designed following an entity-component architecture [26]. In this context, an entity is just any element that can be found in the game. In this way, scenes, static elements, menus, controls, and interactive elements are all considered entities. Entities can also contain other entities (children), allowing for a hierarchical and structured way to represent games. The functionality of each entity is determined by the number and type of components it has (note that in this context a component has a different meaning than in classic software design). This allows changing the behaviour of any entity in a very flexible manner, as components can be added or removed at runtime as needed.

Figure 3 shows an example of an entity in Mokap with three components. The first component is an image, which defines the visual representation of the entity when displayed in the game. The second component adds animation to the entity, which will
oscillate on the screen. Finally, the third component defines that the entity can be ‘touched’ by the user, and it specifies how the game has to react to that interaction through two effects: go to a new scene and change a global variable.

```json
{
  x: 292,
  y: 348,
  components: [{
    class: image,
    uri: 02-04-Banana.png
  },
  { class: rotatetween,
    delay: 0.1,
    repeat: -1,
    yoyo: true,
    duration: 1.5,
    relative: true,
    easeEquation: sine,
    rotation: 20
  },
  { class: behavior,
    event: { class: touch
    },
    effects: [{
      class: goscene,
      sceneId: scenes/s3.json,
      duration: 0.3,
      transition: fadeIn
    },
    { class: changevar,
      variable: levelSelected,
      expression: i1,
      context: global
    }]
}]
```

![Image 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3.** Top: Example of a Mokap game entity with three components. Botton: Visualization of the entity in the Mokap engine.

4.3 The Mokap Game Engine

The Mokap Engine is the software component that parses, interprets and executes the games. In essence it follows a classic game engine structure, where the logic is organized in a loop where first input are read, then the world is updated and finally rendered.

Most of the logic related to the update() phase in the loop is carried out by systems. In this context, a system is a piece of logic that knows how to deal with a particular type of component. This allows for a flexible and scalable way to structure the logic of the game engine.

For example, the entity described in Figure 3, will be processed by three different systems. One system is responsible for processing the image component, which results in loading the associated image and get it displayed on the game world. Another system is responsible for processing the rotatetween component, which controls the interpolation that it defines (changes the entity’s rotation on screen according to a function specified). Finally, a third system is responsible for dealing with any touches performed over the entity, and launching the corresponding effects as specified.

![Image 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4.** Snapshot of the Mokap Android Authoring Tool. Image shows a search performed on the Mokap community backend to retrieve available characters that can be integrated into the game.

![Image 5](image5.png)

**Figure 5.** Snapshot of the Mokap Android Authoring Tool. Image shows configuration of animations of a game element (a bee).

Another important aspect of the Mokap engine is that it is designed to run on a multiplatform environment. This allows cross platform distribution of the games, which is essential to facilitate deployment in educational settings. This way, the engine is divided in several software modules (Figure 2). The first is the engine core, which provides platform-agnostic basic functionality. This is built upon the LibGDX (http://libgdx.badlogicgames.com/) game development library which runs on OpenGL2ES directly. On top of the engine core, different modules provide platform-specific functionality, like access to the file system. This allows
deploying the games on the Web (using HTML5), desktops (as Java standalone applications), and Android devices (as native apps). In the future this will also allow running the games on iOS mobile devices.

```java
@Override
protected void doBuild() {
    /* Build game with one scene with background image */
    ModelEntity firstScene =
        singleSceneGame("background.jpg").
        centerOrigin().getLastScene();

    /* Add parallax component to background so it is always kept centered on screen */
    addParallax(firstScene.getChildren().get(0), 0.5);

    /* Create up and down rocks as children of the main scene entity. Get them aligned automatically. */
    entity(firstScene, "rocks-up.png", VerticalAlign.TOP, HorizontalAlign.LEFT).
        centerOrigin().parallax(0.5);

    entity(firstScene, "rocks-down.png", VerticalAlign.BOTTOM, HorizontalAlign.LEFT).
        centerOrigin().parallax(0.5);

    /* Add init behavior to the scene with two effects: 1) Register var that points to plane being tracked 2) Add component to the camera for chasing the plane being tracked */
    initBehavior(firstScene);
    changeVar("plane/desiredPlaneVar", newestEntityRef,
              ChangeVar.Context.GLOBAL);
    addComponent("layer/sceneManager");
    makeCameraTracking();

    /* Create script running all the time that creates a plane per second */
    infiniteTimer(firstScene, 1,
                 makeAddPlaneToSceneScript());

    /* Create the star that marks the plane that is being tracked by the camera (chases the tracked plane) */
    entity(firstScene, "star.png", 20, 400).
    tag("star").centerOrigin();
}
```

Figure 6. Snapshot of a simple plane game developed with the Mokap Game Builder (top) and a snippet of the code that builds it (bottom).

4.4 The AndroidAuthoring Tool
The Android authoring tool is the most visible software product related to Mokap. It is a user-friendly, WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) editor optimized for tablets but that runs well also on smartphones. It is designed for people with no experience in serious game development, and thus its use is quite straightforward.

The Mokap Android Authoring tool is built directly on top of the engine. This way, the user is always getting accurate feedback on what the game is going to look like when students play it. It also allows switching between edition and play modes to efficiently support an agile edition-testing cycle.

Figures 4 and 5 show two snapshots of the Mokap Android Authoring Tool.

4.5 The Game Builder
The Game Builder is a software module specifically oriented to programmers. This allows professionals with plenty of expertise to get full advantage of all the functionality provided by the game engine. It provides a Java API that allows fast game development.

The Game Builder is focused on productivity. It provides game developers with different pieces of functionality and solutions for recurrent actions. First, it provides an API for building the Game Model. Second, it provides convenient functionality for efficient managing art resources and imagery, like image analysis and automatic optimization, easy layout, etc. Once the game is built, the Mokap Game Builder allows packaging the game as a standalone app for any of the supported platforms.

Figure 6 shows a simple planes game developed using the Game Builder. In the game, every second a plane of a random colour is added to the scene at a random position. It moves along a horizontal axis with also a random speed. At any time the player can click (or touch) any of the planes, and the camera will start tracking it. A little star marks the plane that is actually being tracked. The figure shows the game and also a snippet of code showing how it was built with Game Builder (the code shown accounts for around 60% of the total code of the game).

5. CASE STUDY: LISTEN WITH LEMUR
In this section we describe as a case study the game Listen With Lemur, developed by University College Hospital London using Mokap technology.

5.1 A Game to Train Hearing in Kids with Cochlear Implants
Listen With Lemur (see Figures 7 and 8) is a simple game for little children (18-24 months old) who have recently received a cochlear implant. A cochlear implant is a small device that is surgically placed in the ear of people that are severely hard-of-hearing or deaf that gives them a sense of hearing by transforming sound into electric signals (http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/hearing/pages/coch.aspx). As these kids have never heard before in their lives, they need to develop basic skills to start recognizing sounds. The main purpose of the game is to help them train those skills.

The game has a total of eleven scenarios spreading more than 60 animated animals and characters. Two of these scenarios are meant to help the kids train their hearing skills while most of the others are designed to evaluate their progress.

5.2 Development and Cost Estimation
Listen With Lemur has been developed using the Mokap architecture. The Mokap Android Authoring Tool was used to quickly transform the design specs provided by the domain experts into a working prototype. Then the Game Builder was
used to build a fully functional, high end and detailed version of the game. The project has taken around 130 hours of work to implement, including development, testing and artwork. For that, a total of 9,000 lines of code were needed. These figures are quite low comparing to current industry standards, which shows the efficacy of Mokap to help agile development of high-end serious games with reduced costs.

Figure 7. Welcome screen of the game Listen With Lemur, developed with Mokap.

Figure 8. Scene of the Listen With Lemur game where kids can explore sounds by interacting with the animals partially hidden in the pond.

6. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we have introduced Mokap, a novel software ecosystem for developing serious games providing both a high level authoring tool (oriented to authors with no strong technical background) and also a low-level game programming library (oriented to game programmers). Mokap aims to help address two of the challenges related to serious game development: (1) facilitate involvement of non-technical stakeholders, like educators or designers, and help articulate communication between them and game developers by providing a common tool that all stakeholders can use; and (2) support early game design where flexibility and creativity are more important than full functionality.

Our more sincere thanks to all the team involved in the development of the Mokap platform: Dan Cristian Rotaru, Antonio Calvo and Manuel Freire, and the game Listen With Lemur, without whom this would not have been possible: Julie Hare (Consultant Speech and Language Therapist), Liz Cullen (Specialist Speech and Language Therapist), Caroline Munro (Specialist Teacher of the Deaf), Alexandra Wheeler (Specialist Teacher of the Deaf) and Marcos Garcia – Ergüin (Lemur’s graphic designer).
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